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Asian Pork

Sandwich

Burger with

Spicy jalapeno

Burger with

No heat jalapeno

Jalapenos are an

explosion of flavor and

spiciness. It is used to

accompany multiple

dishes and recipes, and

undoubtedly cannot be

lacking in the diversity of

sandwiches for different

tastes and flavors.

Its taste and versatility

make it one of the most

popular peppers.

Jalapeno 

Pepper 

Products

Burger with

Candy jalapeno

Sandwich with

red jalapeno

Chicken sándwich with

tricolor jalapeno



Green Jalapenos Red, green and yellow JalapenosRed Jalapenos

Jalapeno Pepper Products

A classic one with its 

traditional flavor.
To add a bit of heat to your 

favorite sandwiches.

Colorful and tasty sandwiches 

are guarantee.

Available formats:

28 oz and A10 can, and 80 oz pouch.

Scoville 2500 - 3000 Scoville 1500 - 2000 Scoville 1500 - 2000



Jalapeno Pepper Products

NO HEAT Jalapenos Jalapeno in soy sauce Candy Jalapeno

For the jalapeno lovers with 

zero heat level.
Jalapenos with soy sauce base 

specially for Asian fusion cuisine lovers.

Crunchy, sweet and spicy. The 

perfect mixture.

Available formats:

28 oz and A10 can, and 80 oz pouch.

Zero 
Heat

Scoville 0 Scoville 2000 Scoville 2000



These chilis are unique in

flavor and texture.

Hottypepp has a sweet

and hot flavor, with very

little seeds for more

adventurous tastes.

While the Yellowpepp

has a spicy touch at the

end and a unique fruity

flavor that enhances

color and piquancy for

sandwiches. And

Orangepepp is crunchy

with medium level spicy

making it a versatile

ingredient.

More Chili 

Products

Veg Cheese

sandwich

Chili slices in a 

charcoal brioche loaf

Chili 

sandwich

Mortadella

sandwich

Chicken & Mortadella

sandwich

Hot dog with chilis



Chili Products

Fiery sweet-pickled red jalapenos 

for more adventurous tastes.
A medium level heat pepper, 

crunchy with bright color.

A spicy touch at the end and a 

unique fruity flavor.

Available formats:

28 oz and A10 can, and 80 oz pouch.

Hottypepp Sliced Orangepepp SlicedYellowpepp Sliced

Scoville 2000 Scoville 1500
Scoville 2000



Bell peppers can be

found in a rainbow of

colors and can vary in

flavor. They are sweet

and mild, containing beta

carotene and vitamin C,

delightfully crunchy

making a great ingredient

for sandwiches and

burgers.

Freshly packed, maintain

its delicious taste to

enjoy into varying

cuisines.

Bell Pepper 

Products

Sausage

sandwich

Steak & cheese

sandwich

Steak

sandwich

Cheesesteak

Sandwich

Veggie cheese

Sandwich

Pepper & egg

sandwich



Bell Pepper Products

Naturally roasted, packed 

in brine and ready-to-serve.

To add a wonderfully sweet 

crunch to sandwiches.

Peppers pair nicely with onions, making 

a pleasing addition to sandwiches.

Available formats:

28 oz and A10 can, and 80 oz pouch.

Roasted red pepper strips Red & green pepper strips Red & green pepper strips and onions



Unique pepper strips marinated with anise, garlic

and herbs. A special flavor that will enhance any type

of sandwich.

Anise Pepper

NEW 
FLAVOR 
PROFILE

Unique pairing for exquisite 

flavor.

Pork Sandwich

Chicken & Jack 

cheese sandwich

Available formats:

28 oz and A10 can, and 80 oz pouch.



Cherry peppers are

crunchy and juicy, ideal

for sandwiches giving a

quite delectable flavor.

The flesh of cherry

peppers is sweet,

succulent and aromatic

and quite tasty. The flesh

absorbs the brine and

enhances the pepper’s

flavor, suited to be

served with meat,

cheeses and veggies.

Available in green and

red strips, as well as

crushed.

Cherry 

Peppers

Italian

sandwich

Hot dog with

Cherry crushed

Hamburguer with

Cherry crushed

Cherry Tuna melt

Grilled cheese with

cherry peppers

Steak egg cherry 

pepper sandwich



Cherry Peppers

An incredible combination of 

flavor and juiciness.

Available formats:

28 oz and A10 can, and 80 oz pouch.

Red & green cherry pepper stripsRed & green crushed cherry pepper

An awesome blend of peppers to 

enjoy in your favorite sandwich.



Roasted Sweetypepp makes them incredibly sweet

and flavorful, elevating them from simply delicious to

utterly magical.

Roasted Sweetypepp

For a sweet and smoky 

flavor sandwich.

Available formats:

28 oz and A10 can, and 80 oz pouch.

Rasted sweetypepp

cheeseburger

Rasted sweetypepp

veggie sandwich



Piquillo pepper is a fleshy, compact, consistent variety

with a turgid but fine texture. It has a sweet and smoked

flavor. It stands out for its high content of vitamins A and

C and calcium.

Much appreciated in Spanish cuisine.

Roasted Piquillo Pepper

Sweet with slightly spicy 

flavor from being roasted.

Available formats:

28 oz and 3 kgs for whole and strips presentation.

Tenderloin sándwich 

with whole piquillo

Eggplant sandwich

with piquillo strips



The peppers are finely chopped, then are mixed in

vinegar giving it its relish tang. The seeds give it a fiery

intensity for a spicy hot dog.

Pepper Relish

A wonder condiment that goes 

great for hot dogs.

Available formats:

28 oz and A10 can, and 80 oz pouch.



Green chilis are roasted over a fire, providing a mild

spicy flavor ready to use as a complement or ingredient

to any type of food. With the authentic Mexican flavor,

these chilis add a little heat and smoky flavor to a wide

range of sandwiches and burgers.

Roasted Whole Green Chili

Spice your sandwich up 

with an authentic flavor.

Double Green Chili 

Monte Cristo

Gourmet Mediterranean

Sandwich

Available formats:

28 oz and A10 can, and 80 oz pouch.



Mild heat with lots of flavor, Roasted Poblano

Peppers are dark-green, ready-to-serve peppers,

that work extraordinarily well in a variety of

sandwiches.

Roasted Whole Poblano Pepper

Lots of flavor without 

spiciness.

Poblano Chicken

Sandwich

Steak Poblano 

cheddar Sandwich

Available formats:

28 oz and A10 can, and 80 oz pouch.



Gandules Inc S.A.C.

The best from our fields to the world.

+51 1 627 0300

www.gandules.com.pe

www.sweetydrop.com.pe

www.sweetypepp.com.pe

http://www.gandules.com.pe/
http://www.sweetydrop.com.pe/
http://www.sweetypepp.com.pe/

